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�Privacy� has often been thought of as a traditional American value, but the concept has always

been difficult to define precisely.  With the passage of time and the development of technology, particularly

the ability to share information quickly and inexpensively, the issues involved have become increasingly

complex.

For example, the use of new electronic surveillance technology by law enforcement officers is

raising new questions about the limits of privacy and the reach of the Constitution�s protections against

search and seizure.  Without ever stepping on your property, government agents can:

● Detect heat from a possible marijuana crop in your basement or detect activity in your bedroom,

using thermal emissions equipment.

● Use electronic emissions readers to �read� a computer screen in your home.

● Use laser beams trained on a windowpane to �listen� to a conversation inside your home.

The determination by courts that business records, unlike personal records kept in your home, are not

protected by the Fourth Amendment has allowed government fishing expeditions for illegal activity.  For

example, under a �know your customer� program, banks monitor customers� accounts for �suspicious

activities� and �voluntarily� report them to regulators:

● The government collected 62 tons of paper covering 77 million currency transactions between

1987 and 1995 in an effort to catch money launderers.

● Yet since only 580 money launderers (most of them �small fry�) were caught, the government

collected more than 100,000 reports on innocent citizens for every criminal convicted.

In addition to banking, the federal government alone has hundreds of databases, some of which have

been criticized for inadequate security, containing information about private citizens, and new government

rules will create a centralized health information network and assign unique identifiers �� national IDs �� to

all patients.

Moreover, even if strict rules are applied to government privacy, rogue employees can abuse those

rules:

Executive Summary
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● When more than 500 Internal Revenue Service agents were caught illegally snooping through

tax records of thousands of Americans in 1995, only five were fired.

● After the IRS developed new privacy protection measures, hundreds more agents were caught

doing the same thing again in 1997.

In two other areas of privacy �� consumer protection and employer/employee privacy �� technology

and innovations over the past few decades have also given rise to uneasiness as information is used in new

ways.

Some people see the development of targeted marketing by businesses and the ability to track a

customer's activities on a Web site as a threat to consumer privacy.

● One survey found that 86 percent thought Internet companies should ask permission before

sharing personal information with third parties.

● Even so, 55 percent of Americans bought something online during the holiday season �� and 86

percent reported they tried to buy, although technical problems prevented many from completing

their transactions.

Many employers monitor employees� activities electronically or with video cameras, and some use

medical or credit information in making hiring and promotion decisions.

● A survey in early 2001 reported that 61 percent of large businesses were monitoring workers�

use of the Internet.

● Another survey concluded that 35 percent of Fortune 500 companies use medical information in

hiring or promotions.

Despite the perception of a privacy crisis, there is excitement in the air about the potential for enor-

mous gains in business and government administration and in consumer welfare and service from new uses

of information.  It would be wrong to shape public policy or pass laws based on the perception of a crisis or

on the fears by some of technology and innovation.

Human beings rarely make better decisions by having less information about themselves and their

fellow human beings.  The principle that freedom of information should only rarely give way to privacy

concerns is as reliable today as ever.
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Introduction
Popular discussions of privacy today are characterized by sweeping

generalities.  One example is the assertion that people own information about
themselves.  But if people really owned information about themselves, jour-
nalists would never be able to write a story about someone without his or her
permission.  The idea of �privacy� has not been clearly defined.  In casual
conversation, �privacy� is a useful umbrella term that refers to all manner of
situations where the use of information makes us uneasy.  But when used in
public policy, the vagueness of the term hinders real problem-solving.  Having
one�s door broken down by police acting without a proper warrant is not like
receiving an unwanted advertisement in the mail.  Some privacy concerns are
serious, but others are spurious.

This paper examines privacy in four different areas � privacy from
government, privacy as consumer protection, employer/employee privacy and
medical privacy.  Only employer privacy and privacy as consumer protection
have much in common � both are a matter of contract law where there is no
fiduciary relationship between the parties.  Privacy from government is a
matter of constitutional law, while medical privacy involves the special duties
of a doctor to his or her patients.

What each of these areas has in common is a conflict between familiar
norms of privacy and the pace of technological and cultural change.  Yet we
must still distinguish real harms from red herrings.  Privacy red herrings will
lead only to more red tape for business and higher costs for consumers.  Tar-
geted solutions to real harms are far superior.  Only the case of government �
which enjoys broad, unique powers � calls for omnibus prophylactic mea-
sures.

Government Access to Your Information
Discussions of privacy and government access to information custom-

arily begin by noting that privacy is a traditional American value.  A more
realistic assessment is that privacy is one of many American values and not
the most important to most people.  One might even say that when it comes to
privacy from government, privacy is a lost American value.  We have given
the government broader and broader powers to gather information in ways that
were not contemplated in the Constitution.

Dangers of Government Access to Information

Some see the gradual abandonment of privacy from government as a
good thing.1   After all, how can we expect government to do a good job
without information about its citizens?  But, given government�s unique
ability to control the police, the armies and the courts, can we trust govern-
ment with any broad powers?

�We have given the govern-
ment broader and broader
powers to gather information
in ways not contemplated in
the Constitution.�
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The Three Risks of Government Information-Gathering.  Essen-
tially, there are three main reasons to worry about government access to our
information.  These include:

● The Rogue Employee Problem.  The danger that �rogue� govern-
ment employees will use our information for their own personal
ends.

Example:  In 1995, more than 500 Internal Revenue Service agents
were caught illegally snooping through tax records of thousands of
Americans, including personal friends and celebrities.  Only five
employees were fired for this misconduct.  In response, the IRS
developed new privacy protection measures.  Despite these mea-
sures, hundreds of IRS agents were caught in early 1997, again
snooping through the tax records of acquaintances and celebrities.

● The Threat to Human Rights.  The danger that an entire govern-
ment may, under color of law, use this information to oppress the
population in general or to target an unpopular political, religious
or ethnic minority.

Example: During World War II, U.S. census data were used to
identify Japanese-Americans and place them in internment camps.

● Brutal Methods of Collection.  The danger that a government may
use brutal or unfair methods (such as a warrantless search or tor-
ture) to collect information.

Example:  In 1974, United States agents reportedly abducted an
Italian citizen from Uruguay by clubbing him with a gun and
throwing him into the back seat of a car in front of his pregnant
wife; for three weeks he was subjected to torture and denial of food
before being illegally taken for trial on narcotics charges in the
United States.2

Heightening the Risk: Lack of Government Accountability.   Exac-
erbating all three dangers is the problem of holding government agents ac-
countable even for gross violations of human rights.  In general, one cannot
sue the government, and it is rare for government employees to be fired for
misconduct.  You have no choice but to deal with the government � you
cannot go to a competitor.  If a clerk working for a private law firm violates
the firm�s obligation to keep information confidential, the clerk is likely to be
fired, and the law firm stands a good chance of losing its client to another firm.
This means that law firms have a cultural atmosphere in which client confiden-
tiality is taken very seriously.  It is much more difficult to create such an
atmosphere in a government office where, even if �mistakes were made,� no
heads will roll.

�It is difficult to hold
government agents account-
able even for gross violations
of human rights.�

�IRS agents were caught
snooping through tax records
in 1995 � and again in
1997.�
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How The U.S. Constitution Addresses the Problem.  Only one of
these dangers, the risk that brutal methods will be used to collect information,
is directly addressed by the U.S. Constitution.

● The Fourth Amendment protects us against overly broad or war-
rantless searches.3

● The Fifth Amendment shields us from self-incrimination, which
should prevent us from being tortured into making confessions.

The framers were able to draft effective general principles to prevent
these practices because the problems they addressed were familiar to them.
They knew of the use of torture even in civilized countries in their recent
history.  They also had had many unpleasant experiences with the so-called
general warrant used in America in colonial times.  A general warrant allowed
the authorities to randomly shuffle through one�s house and papers fishing for
evidence of lawbreaking.  The Fourth Amendment prevents such random
searches by stipulating that the warrant must describe what is to be seized with
particularity.  It also makes the executive branch of government, including the
police, accountable to the judiciary before a search is conducted.

Because of the Fourth and Fifth amendments, U.S. citizens enjoy far
more privacy than most people around the world most of the time.  That the
Constitution has proved durable in this respect is no mean feat.   Overall,
however, the balance of power between government information-gatherers and
private individuals has shifted in favor of government.  A partial list of the
direct and indirect ways that government now collects information about us is
shown in Exhibit I.

Search and seizures From your employer

Heat images of your home From your banker

Phone and e-mail taps From your doctor, hospital or insurance
company

Tax forms From your children�s school

Applications for programs From your credit card company
   like welfare

From driver�s license applications

The national census From other government agencies

Direct Indirect

Exhibit I

Ways Government Can Collect Information

�U.S. citizens enjoy far more
privacy than most people
around the world because of
the Fourth and Fifth amend-
ments.�
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Government Information Gathering in the Twentieth Century
The federal government alone has literally hundreds of databases

containing information about private citizens, some of which have been criti-
cized for inadequate security.  This growth in government monitoring has
come about despite the Fourth and Fifth amendments because of two important
trends.

Trend: New Electronic Surveillance.  The first trend that has tended
to erode privacy is the development of new communications and surveillance
technologies that endow the police with new powers.  Take wiretapping.
When wiretapping was first invented, it was not illegal.  Beginning in the late
19th century, wiretapping became a widespread method of police investiga-
tion.  Wiretaps were also used by feuding private parties4  and by criminals.
But wiretapping was controversial, and many states passed statutes governing
its use.  In 1928, the Supreme Court ruled that wiretapping without a warrant
did not violate the Fourth Amendment because placing a tap on the telephone
company�s wire was not a search of the suspect�s property.5   In response,
many states amended their constitutions to preclude wiretapping.6   In 1967,
the Supreme Court changed its mind.  In Katz v. United States7  the court
found that wiretappers must comply with the Fourth Amendment even when a
wiretap does not involve a trespass.  Indeed, the Court abandoned the rule that
a privacy violation can only be a property rights violation.  The new rule is that
the Fourth Amendment protects us from infringement on a reasonable expecta-
tion of privacy.8

This modern standard is problematic.  As several commentators have
noted, it is circular.9   Whether or not one has an expectation of privacy will
depend on whether the law says one does.  It is hard to see how anyone would
have had a reasonable expectation of privacy in a phone call, either in 1928
when wiretapping first came before the Court or in 1967 when the Court�s
previous determination that the police could place wiretaps without a warrant
was still on the books.

Most importantly, the �reasonable expectation� gives courts no help
when new communications technologies and surveillance methods are devel-
oped.  Consider the following methods of surveillance:

● Thermal emissions equipment that records heat (infrared radiation)
being radiated from one�s home, including activity in a bedroom.10

● Electronic emissions readers that allow police to read the screen of
one�s computer even outside the room.11

● Laser beams that can be trained on a windowpane and pick up
human speech inside a room.

When devices such as these are introduced, how would anyone have a
reasonable expectation as to whether they would be used?  On the one hand,

�Law enforcement agencies
outside your home can read
your computer screen, listen
to your conversations or
monitor your activity in a
bedroom.�
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one could presume that no one expects such devices to be used.  On the other
hand, one might with equal plausibility assume that everyone expects to be
subjected to devices that make the formerly invisible visible.

This philosophical weakness in the constitutional law means that the
Fourth Amendment has been of little use in protecting privacy against incur-
sions by advanced communications technology.  Thus the matter is left to
Congress, which has passed federal legislation on electronic interceptions �
but usually gives broad power to law enforcement.

Trend: Regulatory Access to Business Records.  The second trend is
a move toward larger, more regulatory governments at the federal and state
level.  At first, many of these new regulations were directed against busi-
nesses.  As the politics of the New Deal became dominant, the idea that
businesses had constitutional rights became disfavored in the intellectual and
legal community.   One outcome was the courts� determination that business
records, unlike personal records kept in your home, are not protected by the
Fourth Amendment.

This has opened up whole new avenues for the government to collect
information.  The police need not search your home or your papers.  Instead,
they can simply ask your employer, or your banker, or any business with
which you deal to turn over all of their customer records.  They can then fish
through the reports looking for illegal activity.

One example is the �know your customer� reporting requirements for
banks.  A few years back, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation proposed
to make these reporting requirements into law.  Under the �know your cus-
tomer� program, banks must monitor customers� accounts for �suspicious
activities� and report them to bank regulators.  Suspicious activities include
ordinary acts such as using large amounts of cash or using the night deposit
box frequently.  The attempt to pass formal �know your customer� rules was
defeated when thousands of people wrote to complain.   But what many
people do not know is that the �know your customer� program already exists
as a regulatory program with which banks comply �voluntarily� (under sub-
stantial pressure from regulators).

● Between 1987 and 1995, the government collected more than 77
million �currency transaction reports� � 62 tons of paper.

● The collection was intended to help enforce money-laundering
laws, but only 580 money launderers were convicted � most of
them �small fry.�

● More than 100,000 reports on innocent citizens were collected for
each conviction.12   [See Figure I.]

The fact is that businesses, whether acting as your employer or your
banker, have in essence no Fourth Amendment leg to stand on when the

�Under the �know your
customer� program, banks
�voluntarily� report on their
customers.�
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regulators come calling.  In any case, they have no obligation to protect their
employees or customers, and even with Fourth Amendment rights, they might
be urged to cooperate with authorities voluntarily.  But it is unlikely they
would do so to the extent of imposing millions of dollars of mandatory report-
ing costs on themselves.

Other Government Information-Gathering.  When the government
collects income tax filings, welfare applications, student loan applications and
so on from private citizens, there is no physical search and seizure.  In these
contexts, we cheerfully hand government vast amounts of information without
any constitutional limits so as to avoid jail or to obtain benefits such as subsi-
dies, welfare or a driver�s license.  People who object to such information-
gathering are considered quite eccentric.  However, many Americans would be
surprised by the extent to which information collected by government for one
purpose is used by it for another.13   For example, national Census data are
shared with city governments that wish to limit the number of people living in
a housing unit.  This is a controversial practice because most homes that are

FIGURE I

Chasing Money Launderers, 1987-1995

Source: Lawrence Lindsey, �The Money-Laundering Conundrum: Mugging
Privacy in the Assault on Crime?� in The Future of Financial Privacy:
Private Choices versus Political Rules (Washington, D.C.: Competitive
Enterprise Institute, 2000).

Currency transaction
reports collected

from banks

Money
launderers
convicted

77 Million

580

�The government collected
more than 100,000 reports on
innocent people for every
money laundering convic-
tion.�
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shared among extended families are those of immigrants and other poor
people, who are more likely to have difficulty finding other housing once city
officials rule that they cannot continue to live together.14

Privacy in a Context of Limited Government.  Some may not view
the erosion of privacy from government as a particularly serious problem.
Privacy is not an absolute right.  How could government administer an income
tax without gathering information about income?  A welfare system without
tracking fraud?  A social security system in a world with millions of people
named �Smith�?  A regulatory system with none of the information needed to
safeguard consumers?  How could one fight crime without the means to
identify suspects and criminals?  Americans have consistently voted for larger
governments that are more and more involved in our day-to-day lives.  How
can the programs and benefits we want be provided efficiently without infor-
mation?  The answer is that for the most part they cannot be.  And the U.S.
government has not had the history of egregious abuses that some govern-
ments in Europe, Africa or South America have had.  Privacy is a right rel-
evant to a world in which the concept of a limited government is still impor-
tant.  American voters have long since abandoned such a world.

Why, then, battle to rescue privacy?  Because the key concepts of
limited government are not outdated at all.  Expansive government programs
like Social Security and welfare, we are discovering, do not work well.   More
and more laws are passed that punish mere paperwork offenses rather than real
moral wrongs.  We may often have given up much of our privacy for no good
reason.  And the dangers that government information-gathering pose as a
whole have not gone away.  The fact that the U.S. government has not com-
mitted any (or perhaps, been detected committing any) really high-profile
abuses since Watergate does not mean that none will happen.  If one were to
take a survey of 20th-century governments worldwide, one would find that
America�s apparent respite from abusive surveillance, if we are indeed having
one, is a rare historical moment indeed.

It is as difficult to carry on a sustained public debate about privacy
from government as to maintain any other aspect of limited government � for
example, low taxes.  Every new government program adds a few cents to our
yearly tax burden � and who cares about a few cents?  No one does, so those
who object to each program�s creation are easily seen as hysterical or petty.
But the programs add up, and taken altogether they have led to a massive
growth in government power and spending.  Privacy is the same way � every
new intrusion may seem appropriate in isolation, dressed up as crime preven-
tion or another aspect of the public welfare.  Taken altogether, the intrusions
represent a significant shift away from our constitution of limited powers.

Principles for Public Policy.  In policy debates about government
access to information in the future, these principles may be helpful:

�Government cannot provide
many of the programs and
benefits Americans enjoy
without information about
people.�
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● Unless businesses have Fourth Amendment rights, they cannot
protect their customers� privacy rights if they choose to do so.

● People should be able to use technology as a counterbalance against
new surveillance technology, because there is no effective constitu-
tional protection in that area.

● New institutions within government should be developed so the
different branches of government can check one another�s prac-
tices.

● When new government services or powers are granted, privacy and
security should be built into the system.

● Government employees should be held accountable for careless or
deliberate abuse of information.

It is important not to cry �privacy wolf� too stridently.  When no
disasters are immediately forthcoming, the public perceives those who raised
the cry as hysterical or paranoid.  Privacy as an absolute or isolated value
before which all else must give way makes little sense.  But privacy does make
sense as part of an overall discussion on whether we have moved too far from
the government of limited powers the framers envisioned.  And it does make
sense to limit the systemic dangers of the rogue employee or the oppressive
regime.

Privacy as Consumer Protection
In the case of the constitutional limits on government access to infor-

mation, it is clear what citizens are being protected from: the unique powers of
government to control law enforcement and the military, to arrest people for
trial, to determine which acts are illegal and which are not, and so on.  Busi-
nesses gather information about their customers� buying habits, and sometimes
trade this information with other businesses.  So long as the information is
secure from criminals, there is little harm likely to result from this.  For a
minority of sensitive purchases, it is possible that marketing information could
leak out and embarrass the consumer, but embarrassment is just as likely to
result from a co-worker�s wandering into one�s office at the �wrong� time, an
e-mail sent to the wrong address, or a neighbor�s overhearing a conversation
through thin walls.  Marketing information is stored in vast, secured arrays that
cannot be easily read by any human being; it is rarely, if ever, kept in personal
dossiers sorted by name and address.

Now, many consumers and privacy advocates see business as a sinister
�Big Brother.�  Changing technology and business methods are at the root of
this unease.  The new technologies can exacerbate real harms that need real
solutions.  But more often the new information tools are beneficial, and indi-
viduals can act to withhold personal information from others.  In general,

�Many consumers and
privacy advocates see
business as a sinister �Big
Brother.��
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therefore, consumer unease about business information-gathering requires no
broad legislative solution.

New Uses of Information that Affect Consumers
Attitudes to changing technology are at the root of the issue of privacy

as consumer protection.  The following are some examples.

The Development of Targeted Marketing.  One relatively recent
development that has fed concerns about privacy is the practice of targeted
marketing.  Especially throughout the �90s, businesses were responding to
consumers� hatred of �junk mail.�  Consumers were unhappy with the number
of irrelevant offers piling up in their mailboxes.  The business response was to
develop more targeted marketing schemes to avoid sending unwanted mate-
rial.  To do that, businesses needed to learn more about customers� preferences
and to identify groups or classes of customers with particular interests.  This
began well before the Internet, and so long as it involved familiar mainframe
computer technology and stand-alone networks was not perceived as particu-
larly threatening.  Indeed, from the standpoint of consumers, it was a very
popular change.  Catalog sales grew from $64 billion in 1995 to $104 billion
in 2000.15

The Internet and the Demonization of Cookies.  Next, the Internet
came along � a new and thus inherently more scary technology.  On the
Internet, entrepreneurs trying to commercialize the medium for the first time
had a particular problem.  Imagine an ordinary shopkeeper with a little store in
the corner of a very big mall.  As he stands at the counter, he watches custom-
ers come in.  He can see whether they are regulars or strangers, can get a fair
idea whether they are locals or tourists, German or Spanish, young or old,
male or female.  Are they missing the special display in the back?  Is it too
dark?  Do they look longingly at the stuffed monkeys, but comment that the
price is just a little too high?  The traditional operator of a Web site has none
of this information.  None of it.  It is as if he is deaf, dumb and blind.  He can
learn nothing about his visitors.  And thus he has little chance of improving
his service to customers, unless he hits upon their needs by sheer dumb luck.
Thus, cookies were born.

What are cookies, and what do they do?  Invented by Internet pioneer
Lou Montulli in 1994, when he was working for the brand new Netscape,
cookies are intended to help Web sites become viable commercial enterprises.
Cookies are little data files that are saved to an Internet user�s computer,
usually temporarily but sometimes permanently.  For example, these files
record how many times a user has seen a certain banner ad, track purchases
loaded into online shopping carts, etc.  They help Web sites identify a regular
visitor, so the visitor need not reenter identification every time.  Cookies tell
the server, �this visitor has been here before� or �this visitor has an orange T-

�Cookies are intended to help
Web sites become viable
commercial enterprises.�
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shirt and a pair of jeans in his shopping cart.�  Cookies cannot access your
name or your e-mail address until you type that information into an online
form.

However, increasingly the press has treated cookies as some form of
sinister surveillance, especially when used by third-party advertisers.  Most
Web sites today make money from selling advertising.  But the advertiser is
wasting his money if none of the customers who see his ad are interested in it.
So banner ads on the Internet also use cookies to store bits of information such
as �this consumer has seen this ad three times already.�  The advertisers�
cookies may continue to store such information as the consumer travels from
Web site to Web site.  If the Web site owner cooperates � and many do �
advertisers can collect name and address information entered into the Web
site�s forms and combine it with the information stored in the cookies.

Many people have come online only within the past few years, use the
Internet without being entirely aware of how it works and are unaware of this
practice.  That does not exactly make cookies surreptitious: both Internet
Explorer and Netscape can easily be set to tell a computer user when a cookie
is being placed on his or her machine.16   And cookies are a way the Internet
can show people what they want to see, not intrusions intended to ferret out
secrets.  A good thing to remember when venturing onto the Internet is that it
is like heading out into Disney World � whenever you go out to deal with
other people on their turf, you can expect that they will be interested in learn-
ing about why you�re there and how they can get you to come back.

Identity Theft and Other Security and Crime Problems.  Real
hazards await consumers on the Internet and in other venues.  Identity theft
and credit card fraud are reportedly growing.  There is no evidence, however,
that marketing data play a role in this.  And there is no necessary link between
technology and identity theft.  Many cases of identity theft involve a criminal�s
dumpster-diving for financial records or bills carelessly thrown into the gar-
bage or a vindictive cousin or schoolmate sneaking documents out of one�s
purse.

Identity theft and credit card fraud are better seen as crime problems
than as privacy problems.  The problem is not that the companies have too
much information about their customers.  Rather, they often have too little
information to be able to detect when another person is pretending to be you.
The less information the companies have, the more likely they are to be bam-
boozled.  If, for example, all a company knows is that your name is Betty
Smith, it is relatively easy for someone else to call and pretend to be Betty
Smith.  If the company knows your name and Social Security number and
mother�s maiden name, it is a little harder � the fake Betty must obtain this
extra information before proceeding with her fraud.  If the company knows all
that plus a PIN number or other password, or has a fingerprint or retinal scan,

�Identity theft and credit
card fraud are better seen as
crime problems than as
privacy problems.�
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it is that much harder for the fake Betty to proceed.  In many ways, then,
information is our most powerful weapon to detect and identify perpetrators of
fraud.  The need for security and the desire for privacy often cut in opposite
directions.

In any case, the harms to consumers of fraud and identity theft are
already illegal.  Where consumers need more help is in the area of enforce-
ment.  The amounts of money stolen in fraud cases are often too small to
interest police and prosecutors.17   New and more effective enforcement
institutions should be developed to address these harms without penalizing the
economy.

Consumer Surveys about Privacy as a Basis for Public Policy
The policy debate about privacy as a consumer issue thus seems to be

driven more by consumers� perceptions of danger than by actual danger.
Nevertheless, these perceptions are powerful.

Survey Results on Consumer Privacy.  Consumer surveys purport to
show that Americans are very concerned about privacy.

● One commonly cited survey reported that 57 percent of Americans
want the government to pass federal privacy laws for the
Internet.18

● The Pew Internet & American Life Project recently found that 86
percent of those surveyed thought that Internet companies should
ask permission before sharing personal information with third
parties.

● 54 percent viewed cookies as an invasion of privacy; and only 27
percent agreed that tracking consumers online helps improve
content and service.19

The question is, do these survey results reveal that the public�s percep-
tions create a crisis of trust demanding new laws?  This is doubtful.

Surveys Can Be Misleading.  First, responses to consumer surveys
about privacy are likely to be misleading.  All surveys suffer from what one
might call the �talk is cheap� problem.  That is, the consumer thinks about a
problem (loss of privacy) and a solution (a new law) without being given any
accurate information about the costs of that solution.20   If it were guaranteed
free of all harmful consequences, who would oppose a new law addressing
any issue?  In addition to this, some privacy surveys have not distinguished
between the use of information for marketing and its use by criminals � yet
these are not the same issue at all.  It is noteworthy that in the most accurate
and least manipulative form of consumer survey, in which people are asked to
list their top concerns without being prompted, privacy does not appear among
top concerns.21

�The policy debate about
privacy as a consumer issue
seems to be driven more by
consumers� perceptions of
danger than by actual
danger.�
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By comparison, actions are a better indicator of true preferences than
words, because having to act makes the actor consider the cost of his prefer-
ence as well as its theoretical benefit.  Another colloquial saying, �Put your
money where your mouth is,� captures this well.  Consumers say they are
concerned about privacy.  Yet their concern does not lead most of them to take
action.  Only a small percentage opt out of marketing lists, use encryption,
regularly change their passwords or turn off cookies.22   Yet most of those
actions require little effort.  Apparently, when consumers report a �concern�
about privacy, the concern is superseded by a desire to pay bills, watch TV or
keep the toddler out of the swimming pool.

Privacy advocates would counter that many people are unaware of
things like cookies.  This is confirmed by some surveys and contradicted by
others,23  but even among those who do know, the percentage that takes steps
is low.24   Furthermore, privacy advocates cannot have it both ways � the
public cannot be simultaneously concerned about privacy and unaware that
businesses are interested in learning about their behavior.  Many realize that
charitable donations are likely to be followed by packets of information from
other charities and orders sent to gardening catalogs will bring a new array of
gardening catalogs.  People are certainly aware of the privacy issue at this
general level � and those who really do care deeply about the issue are on
notice to seek out more information for themselves.  Ignorance is voluntary
and is not, in any event, a useful basis for public policy-making.

The Future of Consumer Privacy
Despite the above caveats about surveys, however, let us assume that

the surveys offer us at least some evidence of people�s views on privacy.  And
at least one survey result purports to show that some have responded to per-
ceived privacy problems online by refusing to engage in electronic commerce
(though that survey seems to have counted both concerns about security
problems like credit card theft and concerns about marketing information).25

The possibility remains that a minority of the public questions the security of
online commerce.  The question may still be asked, is this the proper founda-
tion for a new law on privacy?  Surprisingly, the answer to that question is still
�no.�

Freedom Means Avoiding Unnecessary Legislation to Address
Purely Speculative Harms.  As a general rule, we will not preserve the
freedom to build and plan a new business or any other venture in this country
if legislators get into the habit of passing laws when there is only a perception
of a problem but no real harm to consumers.  The United States has remained
one of the world�s most innovative economies because legislators generally
have acted against known or proven dangers, and only rarely interfered with
invention, technical change and business method innovation.  In the area of

�The fact that some people
question the security of
online commerce is not a
reason to enact a new law on
privacy.�
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privacy, however, where the product being produced by business is greater
knowledge and understanding of human behavior, state and federal level
proposals to regulate this product almost out of existence are increasing.

The real harm in consumer protection debate � a very real harm
indeed � is credit card fraud.  The perception of security problems, not
concerns about marketing, represents consumers� greatest concern with online
commerce; one recent survey showed that among online users who do not buy
online, 43 percent are concerned about security issues such as entering a credit
card number online.26   (This topped all concerns; consumers were not
prompted for their answers, and privacy or concern with marketing did not
appear at all.)  But credit card fraud is already illegal, and none of the privacy
laws proposed by Congress would make enforcement of those laws more
effective.

Building Trust as a Market Phenomenon.  Broad new laws on the
use of consumer information by marketers also would be unlikely to make a
difference in the level of consumer trust.  Trust is largely a market phenom-
enon.  It comes from brand-building, good customer service and the positive
experiences of friends and neighbors.  No amount of legislation or legalese
would substitute for the hard work of building trust in a new medium.  And,
slowly, American businesses are doing just that.

● In a study by the National Consumers League in August 2000, 91
percent of American respondents said they trust companies to
follow posted privacy policies much of the time (up from 67
percent in 1998).27

● Internet users who think the Internet is secure enough for online
financial transactions have risen from 34 percent to 45 percent
since summer of 2000.28

● A recent study by Consumers International shows that U.S. compa-
nies are much more likely to reveal their privacy policies online
than are European companies, although Europe is committed to
broad privacy laws and the U.S. is not.29

Why Legislate to Suit the Most Technology-Resistant?  The per-
centage of those refusing to use the Internet because of worries about online
privacy no doubt includes a substantial proportion of the just plain
technophobic.  Research psychologists Larry Rosen and Michelle Weil esti-
mate that about 30 to 40 percent of the population are �resistant� to technol-
ogy.30   Of the remainder, 10 to 15 percent are early adopters, while about 60
percent wait for the early adopters to work out any problems before they go
online.  The massive growth of the Internet shows that it continues to capture
the largest group � those who are skeptical at first but not perpetually resis-
tant � at a tremendous pace:

�Trust is largely a market
phenomenon; legislation is
not enough.�
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FIGURE II

Percent of Americans Shopping
Online during the Holiday Season

Source: Competitive Enterprise Institute.
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● As Figure II shows, 55 percent of Americans bought something
online this holiday season, up from 20 percent in 1998.  (Eighty-six
percent reported an intention to buy online, but technical problems
prevented many from completing their transactions.)

● Experts expect electronic commerce to continue growing at a rate
well above 55 percent � some anticipate growth rates of 150
percent.

This suggests that the drive to regulate privacy policy is being formu-
lated on the basis of the trepidations of a minority.  For example, one survey
by online research firm i-Novation found consumers divided into three camps:
37 percent seemed not to care about the issue of privacy; 28 percent liked the
idea that businesses could use information about them to improve service or
offer them new products they would be interested in if they asked first.  On the
other hand, 35 percent were �risk-averse� (fearful) when it came to informa-
tion sharing.31

The most fearful among us would not necessarily be soothed by new
federal or state privacy laws.  Even among Europeans, one survey showed that
fewer citizens believe new laws would improve Internet security (15 percent)
than believe in technological solutions like passwords or encryption (27
percent).32   In the U.S., in response to a Jupiter Consumer Survey, only 14

�55 percent of Americans
bought something online
during the holiday season.�
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percent of consumers reported that legislation would make them more likely
to trust a Web site with information.  Eighty-six percent said they would not
trust Web sites even if regulated by the government.  In other surveys, levels
of support for government action have been very inconsistent.33

Several surveys have found (as one would expect) higher distrust of
online commerce for security reasons among non-Internet users than among
Internet users.  Distrust levels are also generally lower among experienced
than inexperienced users.  It is unclear, however, what this means.  It may
mean that personal experience with the Internet results in a user more confi-
dent that, for example, Amazon.com is not in fact some sinister enterprise that
tracks its customers in the hope of embarrassing or humiliating them, but
rather is simply another bookseller.  On the other hand, the levels of distrust
may simply be more indicative of the users� attitudes to technology than any
reality about the Internet; those most inclined to technophobia are naturally
going to be the last adopters.  In any case, this phenomenon decidedly does
not prove, given that electronic commerce is still growing at an amazing pace,
that the �distrusters� will just stay that way unless there is a new federal law.

Policy Should Do the Right Thing, Not Cater to Unfounded Fears.
The idea that public policy should be shaped by the most fearful among us is a
very bad one.  The truth is that information-sharing among companies trying
to learn about consumers� preferences has far more benefits than risks for
consumers.  In Jack Calfee�s book Fear of Persuasion, research into market-
ing and advertising shows that consumers get enormous benefits in lower
prices and higher quality when companies compete through advertising.34

Before consumer reports existed, poor people or strangers in town found it
almost impossible to obtain loans or buy on credit.  Small and midsize busi-
nesses and ventures trying to compete in a market for the first time are more
likely to fail or never exist without the ability to use targeted lists of potential
customers.  The current perception of a crisis in consumer privacy is largely
unfounded.  Electronic databases have made people uneasy, but they have
little true grounds for concern. 

Privacy and the Employment Agreement
Most people are pretty comfortable with the idea that their boss may

check up on them from time to time; a recent study from the Angus Reid
group found that 73 percent of workers thought their employers have the right
to monitor e-mail and Internet access at the office.35   We have all had experi-
ences with fellow employees who do not do their fair share of the work, lie to
avoid blame for mistakes, carry on disruptive personal affairs or vendettas in
the workplace, steal, or use electronic resources inappropriately.  Employers
monitor and investigate their employees:

�73 percent of employees
think their employers have a
right to monitor their e-mail.�
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● To avoid liability for employees sending racist, sexist and sexually
explicit e-mail,36  for defamation or for violating intellectual prop-
erty licenses and laws.

● To monitor productivity.

● To prevent losses from employee crimes such as embezzlement or
theft from the employer or customers, estimated to cost over $400
billion annually.37

● To protect trade secrets and other confidential information.

● To avoid workplace violence, estimated to cost businesses $36
million each year.38

Even so, technological changes have raised new concerns about em-
ployer monitoring and workplace privacy among some advocates of privacy.

Electronic Monitoring at Work.  The advent of computerization and
other electronic devices has raised difficult issues in employer/employee
privacy.  Because e-mail and computer networks are relatively new and many
do not understand how they work, some employees seem to expect that their e-
mail or Internet access will be confidential.  At the same time, e-mail and the
Internet offer employees a new distraction during work hours and compel
employers to keep an eye on workers� productivity.  If a $30,000 employee
spends an hour a day browsing online or answering personal e-mail, it costs
the company $3,600 per year;39  for a $50,000 worker this rises to $6,500.40

One survey reports that half of all employees often surf the Net for personal
reasons at work; one in eight men views sex sites at the office, and one-third
often download unauthorized software.41   As a result, one survey reports that
large businesses are monitoring more and more of their workers� use of the
Internet, up from 54 percent in 2000 to 61 percent in early 2001.42   [See
Figure III.]

The use of video cameras and other electronic devices also is relatively
new and still controversial.  About two-thirds of employers use some kind of
surveillance to monitor employees.43   Such devices and techniques include:

● Keystroke monitors that track the individual�s productivity in
typing.

● Video cameras monitoring the work area.

● Reading employee e-mail.

● Monitoring employee access to the Internet.

● Monitoring employee telephone conversations.

● Drug testing and other medical tests.

The use of such devices and techniques has arisen not only because it is
possible but because over the past decades courts have been ever more willing

�If a $30,000 employee
spends an hour a day
browsing online or answer-
ing personal e-mail, it costs
the company $3,600 per
year.�
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to hold employers responsible for their employees� behavior, illnesses, inju-
ries, etc.  Faced with this threat of expanded liability, employers seek to
defend themselves.44

Using Medical Information.  Another controversial practice is the use
of medical information in making hiring and promotion decisions.  Employers
seek this information because:

● Health issues can affect an employee�s ability to perform a job or
pose a danger to other employees.45

● An employee at risk of developing certain illnesses might sue an
employer for placing him or her in conditions that precipitate that
illness.

● Because of U.S. tax law, employers often pay for employees�
health insurance, and insurance prices go up when an employee
uses a lot of expensive medical services.

One survey concluded that 35 percent of Fortune 500 companies use
medical information in hiring or promotions.46   This statistic, standing alone,
is quite alarming.  It naturally leads one to wonder, �Can my boss just look at
my medical records any time he or she wants to?�  But the answer is generally
�no� unless your employer self-insures.  Ordinarily one�s employer simply

2000 Early 2001

FIGURE III

Percent of Large Businesses
Monitoring Workers� Internet Use

Source:  Kenneth Bredemeier, �Billing Arrangements Are Up to the Employer,�
Washington Post, February 2, 2001.
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cannot access one�s medical records at any stage of hiring or promotion,
sometimes because of federal or state laws, but more commonly because
medical care providers are not willing to share them, consistent with their
understanding of the obligations of medical ethics.  The survey of Fortune 500
companies is thus somewhat misleading.  (Under new federal medical privacy
rules, this practice among self-insurers is scheduled to become illegal.)  Of
course, all employers have access to information from any medical tests
conducted on the job, such as a drug test.  But it is a little hard to perform such
tests without the knowledge of the employee.

Using Credit Information.  A somewhat less controversial issue is the
employer�s use of credit information in hiring or promotion decisions.  On the
one hand, many employers have a justifiable interest in their employee�s
financial integrity and responsibility.  An employee with large debts may have
an incentive to steal, and one who does not pay bills may be unreliable in other
ways.  But credit reports are often perceived as inaccurate and thus their use
may be perceived as unfair.  However, the hard evidence suggests that, on the
whole, rates of error in credit reports are low.47   Two highly publicized but
biased studies misleadingly reported high rates of error in credit reporting
(from 30 to 50 percent).  A 1991 study by Consumers Union relied on its
employees and their acquaintances to review their own credit reports and
report �inaccuracies.�  Consumers Union did not check whether those claims
of inaccuracy were true or false, or try to identify the source of the errors.48

Ralph Nader�s Public Interest Research Group also failed to select a random
sample, instead estimating an error rate from a sample of consumers who had
paid to review their credit reports � people who probably had reason to
suspect they would find errors.49   A more rigorous study of 15,703 consum-
ers, conducted by Arthur Andersen & Co., showed that the true error rate is
probably as low as 1 to 3 percent.50

The Current Law of Employee Privacy.  Usually, when a private
employer notifies an employee that surveillance is being or may be carried out,
it is not particularly controversial as a matter of contract or tort law.  A survey
by the American Management Association reports that more than 80 percent of
companies using electronic monitoring inform their employees of their poli-
cies.51

Employees are likely to find secret or unexpected surveillance more
disturbing; it is in these cases that they are most likely to sue for invasion of
privacy or wrongful discharge.  But the courts generally hold that employees
should be aware that their activities using the employer�s property (telephones
or computers) or in public places may be observed; the employee has no right
to expect privacy under those circumstances.  For example, in one case an
employee had gotten into the habit of changing her clothes in her cubicle in a
large office space after the other employees had gone home.  She eventually
discovered that there was a video camera monitoring the space and sued her

�Hard evidence suggests that
rates of error in credit
reports are as low as 1 to 3
percent.�
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employer.  The court held that because the space was essentially open to the
public, she could not reasonably expect privacy there.  A camera placed in a
restroom or dressing room, would be another matter.52

It makes sense to use property rights as a boundary of privacy when
the contract between a private employer and employee is silent on the matter
of surveillance.  It provides a clear, bright line for employers and employees
alike.  But what if the contract explicitly promises employees that e-mail will
remain private?  One court has said that the employer may read the e-mail
anyway.53   The result seems wrong and likely to be treated as such in future;
the whole purpose of a contract is to rearrange the parties� normal rights and
duties.  The case would in effect make employees even more distrustful of
employers by sending the message that employers� explicit assurances about
privacy cannot be trusted.

In any case, it is unwise for businesses to spy on their workers, for
when the surveillance inevitably is discovered the employees are likely to
suffer a blow to morale even if they do not sue.  However, the practice is not
indefensible.  In some cases, announcing surveillance allows employees bent
on wrongdoing (such as embezzlement) to take further steps to evade detec-
tion; and employees who know they are under surveillance are likely to be
more stressed and suffer physical ailments.54

Several federal and state statutes may also affect privacy on the job.
For example, Title III of the Federal Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets
Act generally prohibits the interception of electronic communications by any
device.55   But the law allows employers to monitor employees in the ordinary
course of the employer�s business,56  or with the employee�s consent.  State
wiretap laws may also apply.  As a general matter, of course, federal constitu-
tional rights of privacy apply only to government employees.

The Future of Employee Privacy:  The Gossip�s Revenge.  The
current direction in legal discussions of state and federal privacy policy is to
urge the enactment of more laws that protect workers� privacy.  These propos-
als include enacting federal or state law to require employers to give notice of
surveillance57  (although employers seem to be moving in that direction in any
event, as advised by countless attorneys writing on the subject) or supporting
judicial activism to apply constitutional rights of privacy to the private sector
or to expand privacy torts.58

Limits on what sources employers may consult to learn about their
employees may have serious unintended consequences.  As described above,
there are common-sense reasons that employers want this information.  Em-
ployers who are shut off by law from reading employee e-mail, credit reports
or medical information will not stop wanting the information.  They will
instead step outside of accurate, professional sources like health records or
consumer reports.  What will the most likely alternative be?

�Limits on what sources
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The �Good Ol� Boys� Network.�  Employers for a long time hired
people they or their friends and family knew.  Strangers in town were out of
luck.  People outside the employer�s social circle were out of luck.  Often this
meant women and minorities were out of luck.  The irony of privacy laws that
restrict the use of professionally developed and run databases is that those laws
would backfire.  Employers, shut off from legitimate sources, will go back to
inaccurate and unfair gossip.

In view of this, it is probably wise to leave cases of privacy invasion on
the job to the courts, which seem to be leaving employers the freedom to
gather the information they need, while restraining the more untoward cases
involving spying on restrooms.

Information Sharing and Health Care
Medical privacy is unlike consumer privacy or employer/employee

privacy because of the special relationship between doctor and patient.  It is
not an arms-length contract, but more like a fiduciary relationship.59   Medical
ethics for centuries have respected patients� need for confidentiality.60   During
the 19th century, state statutes created a doctor/patient privilege requiring a
patient�s consent before the doctor could reveal medical information in a court
of law.61   Because of this history, patients have some reason to expect that
what they tell their doctors will be kept confidential � the normal rule of
freedom of information does not apply.  On this basis, courts may find that the
agreement between doctor and patient implicitly contains an obligation to keep
information confidential even when the doctor has not expressly agreed to do
so.62

However, since the Middle Ages authorities have sought the disclosure
of certain contagious illnesses to preserve public health.63   The tension be-
tween the public need to separate the sick from the well and private desire to
avoid the stigma of illness is obvious.64

The Changing Business of Medicine
The last several decades have seen major changes in the practice of

medicine.  Customary concepts of confidentiality are under siege from several
directions.

The Creation of a Federal National Medical Database.  One natural
and probably inevitable change has been computerization.  Increasingly,
medical records are stored electronically.  This often means that people other
than doctors and insurers can obtain access to records for purposes beyond
treatment and payment.65   Electronic databases and medical sites on the
Internet raise new security issues, and the press has brought public attention to
several leaks from government and private companies.66   The latest major

�Medical ethics for centuries
have respected patients� need
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development in this area was in 1996, when the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) called for the creation of a contro-
versial national medical database, in which each patient would have a unique
medical identifier like a Social Security number.67   To ease concerns about
security and privacy, the legislation stipulated that the Department of Health
and Human Services protect this health information.  Out of this change come
the new HIPAA rules for medical privacy, discussed in detail below.

The Use of Health Information in Marketing.  Another controversial
practice is the use of health care information in marketing.  In 1998, the
Washington Post incorrectly reported that CVS and Giant Food had sold their
drug customers� names to drug companies.  The Post corrected the error the
next day; but the public outcry caused CVS and Giant to drop out of the
patient treatment compliance program in which they were participating.68   In
response, the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy put together
�Guidelines for the Confidentiality of Patient Health Care Information as It
Relates to Patient Compliance and Patient Intervention Programs.�69

The Impact of Third-Party Payments on Confidentiality.  Another
factor has been the longer trend in America to a third-party-payer system of
health care financing.  Today, most patients obtain health care from a private
insurance plan paid for by their employer, or from Medicare or Medicaid.
Because someone else is paying, patients have little or no reason to monitor
the costs of their treatments.70   As a result, costs and fraud have risen drasti-
cally in the health care area.  To protect themselves, third-party auditors seek
access to medical records showing details of treatment and symptoms.  And
because third parties, not patients, are the source of doctors� incomes, health
care institutions have become more attuned to the demands of the auditors
than to the demands of patients for privacy.  This change is inevitable without
significant reforms to restore free markets to medicine.71   Until then, auditors
will delve deeper and deeper into medical records to cut costs and control
fraud.  The third-party-payer system has tended to erode the traditional prom-
ise of confidentiality between doctor and patient.

The Growing Use of Medical Information by Law Enforcement.  As
noted above, the tension between public health authorities and advocates for
medical privacy is not new.  What is new is the spread of mandatory reporting
requirements to benefit law enforcement rather than public health.  For years,
hospitals and doctors have turned patient records over to the police virtually
upon demand, having little legal right to object should they be served with a
subpoena.  The intrusion on privacy probably would not bother people if the
police were hot on the trail of a serial killer wounded by a victim.  But what
about a recreational nonviolent drug user trying to kick the habit?  The wider
the police net, the more willing people will be to hide their condition rather
than risk being turned in.  This risk is not just theoretical.  For example, under
South Carolina�s mandatory child abuse reporting law, a significant percent-
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age of pregnant drug abusers stopped using in-state prenatal care and drug
treatment programs for fear of being arrested for child abuse.72   In areas with
mandatory reporting for domestic violence, even seriously injured women
have been known to go to battered women�s shelters rather than to hospitals to
evade reporting.73   Medical associations resist this type of reporting, which
creates an ethical dilemma for physicians and makes it difficult for them to
gain patients� trust.  Turning doctors into arms of law enforcement seems
inappropriate and unnecessary.

Medical Privacy and the New HIPAA Rules.  In response to these
developments, medical privacy has become a key policy issue.  In December
2000, the Department of Health and Human Services issued final privacy rules
under HIPAA.  These rules will be the first comprehensive federal law on
medical privacy.   The new rules are effective as of April 14, 2001, with health
care providers expected to comply in February of 2003.  The Bush administra-
tion ultimately decided to keep the rules largely intact despite the controversy,
with the likelihood of some minor changes.74

The text of the HIPAA rules is 350 pages long; the rules and commen-
tary together amount to 1,500 pages.  In sum, the rules:

● Cover �protected health information� (PHI) in oral, written or
electronic form.

● Protect health information that relates to a person�s physical or
mental health, treatment or payment.

● Require the patient�s written consent for use of PHI for treatment,
payment or health care operations (defined as activities directly
related to treatment and payment, including credentialing, auditing,
reinsurance, population studies, fundraising, medical training,
quality assurance and peer review).

● Require the patient�s explicit written consent for use of PHI for
fundraising or other purposes other than treatment, payment or
health care operations � that is, marketing.75

● Give the patient the right to ask for restrictions on the use of his
PHI, to access PHI about himself, to ask for amendments to his PHI
and to be notified how his PHI will be used.

● Allow public health officials, law enforcement, judicial and admin-
istrative authorities and emergency services to access PHI without
consent.  Medical researchers may also access information without
consent, with the permission of a review board.  In this respect,
HIPAA will simply formalize what many institutions did before
HIPAA.

The new HIPAA rules are controversial.  Representatives of the health
care industry believe that the government has seriously underestimated the cost

�The new medical privacy
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of the new rules.76   The government�s estimate of the cost was $18 billion,
with $30 billion in savings expected from standardization.  The industry�s
estimate of the cost is over $40 billion.77   Advocates for more privacy con-
tinue to push for stricter rules, opposing the rules� toleration of the use of
medical information in marketing.78   Privacy advocates are also alarmed at
the ease with which law enforcement may access medical records, although
the rules do not give the police easier access to data than federal agencies
already had.79

Even with the new rules, HIPAA gives the government more access to
and control of medical information because it creates a centralized health
information network and a system of national codes to ease intranetwork
communication.  It also assigns patients, health plans, employers and health
care providers unique identifiers � national IDs for the health care system.80

The Future of Medical Privacy:  Will More Openness Bring
Health Benefits to Patients?  Two key conclusions follow from the analysis
above.  First, the forces of change are impelling us further from the under-
standing of doctor/patient communications as inviolable, an understanding
which seems to be widespread among the public and which can be partly
justified given the history of medicine.  Second, the new HIPAA regulations
confirm the trend toward more sharing of medical information throughout the
medical industry.  Issues of medical privacy become particularly complex
because the government is involved in some intrusions � bringing in a consti-
tutional element � but not in others.

All of these changes come as something like a glass of cold water in
the face � one initially recoils from them.  And medicine faces the same
problem that it always has; that is, that patients may keep their health prob-
lems to themselves if they cannot trust their doctors to keep private communi-
cations private.81   On the basis of this concern alone, there are grounds for
sticking to a traditional view of medical privacy.  Yet there is a strong
counterargument that the medical industry should not be constrained by that
tradition.

As Medical Advances Bring New Cures, Some Sensitivity about
Medical Information Will Be Reduced.  Privacy in medicine has been
valued in part because a stigma has been attached to so many illnesses.  Most
people do not mind others knowing about their arthritis or common cold.  And
modern medicine has eliminated the stigma attached to other ailments and
reduced the shame attached to being ill.  For example, when depression and
bipolar disorder were virtually untreatable, few wanted to be publicly identi-
fied as depressed.  If one�s mind had been identified as not functioning prop-
erly, it would be harder to find friends, potential mates and good jobs.  But as
more and more illnesses are conquered, hiding vulnerabilities and suffering
plays a lesser role in medical policy, although it is unlikely to disappear
entirely.

�Under the new rules, every
patient will have a national
ID.�
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This observation holds even for the highly controversial issue of
genetic privacy.  In recent years, the privacy of one�s genetic information has
been a key topic, driving states to adopt legislation regulating the use of such
information and prohibiting its use in certain insurance and employment
decisions that are deemed �discriminatory.�  But in another 20 years, the issue
of genetic discrimination may become a non-issue.  The reason: genetic
knowledge will potentially not just identify a risk of illness, but also create
new cures and usher in a new age of powerful preventive medicine.  In the
meantime, the main danger is that the information that researchers will need to
develop these cures will be closed off because of well-meaning legislation that
sticks to a rigid model of privacy.

In this changing world, the medical profession should remain unen-
cumbered by legislation that forces it either to share information (for those
areas where continued privacy turns out to be critical) or to keep it private (for
those areas where tremendous health benefits could be realized from sharing).
Some patient groups will be able to adapt more quickly than others to informa-
tion sharing that brings wider medical benefits.

The Surprising Benefits of Marketing and Medicine.  One of the
most potentially beneficial aspects of information will turn up where we least
expect it � in marketing.  For a long time, we lived in a world of patent
medicines, where advertising was the realm of quacks and con artists.  But in
today�s world not only are there effective treatments, but these treatments
compete with each other.  One medication might relieve all symptoms but
have difficult side effects.  Another might relieve only some symptoms but
have few side effects.  In a competitive world, advertising and targeted market-
ing are enormously valuable to consumers.  Consumers are the audience to the
ongoing debate about the virtues of comparable products.  Stopping the infor-
mation flow between drug companies and patients means impeding competi-
tion among pharmaceuticals.  Without marketing, patients have only doctors as
information sources, while doctors are pressured to spend less and less time
getting to know their patients or may have some non-medical reason for
favoring one treatment over another.  Finally, there is little danger to patients
from the use of medical information in marketing.  The most threatening thing
likely to happen is that they would be sent coupons or some other unsolicited
offer in the mail.

Medicine and Government.  This is not to say that all information-
sharing should be welcomed with open arms.  Both the American constitu-
tional tradition and the lessons of history suggest that privacy is one part of a
sensible long-term strategy to control the risks associated with the unique
powers of government.  Growing government access to medical information
remains a valid concern.  Practices such as massive scrutiny of medical records
by law enforcement are unrelated to medical benefits and may indeed be
medically harmful.

�Marketing can help patients
compare the virtues of
competing medical prod-
ucts.�
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So long as the federal government is entangled in our health care
system, it is hard to argue against some federal actions on privacy.  But they
need not push health costs higher or restrict competition.  It may simply be
time to explore new private-sector uses of medical information.  Our health
care system desperately needs some informed decisions.

Comparison and Analysis
This section draws on the previous sections to determine what the

different aspects of the privacy problem have in common and what they do
not.  All of the concerns raised above can be fitted in one or more of the
several vague definitions of �privacy.�  These include Justice Brandeis�s
famous �right to be left alone,� as well as the claim that people have a right to
control information about themselves.  Nevertheless, privacy policies cannot
be based on the assumption that all of these areas are alike.

The Role of Computerization.  In each of the above areas, computer-
ization has upset understandings of what is private and what is not.  Records
stored on a computer are considered more dangerous than records stored on
paper.  They are easier to copy and to send anywhere in the world.  Some
people make the leap from knowing that a database is electronic to thinking
that the data is on the Internet, which isn�t so.

In reality, however, electronic databases are not a fundamentally more
threatening phenomenon that ordinary gossip and conversation.  At least in the
private sector, the new world of electronic information is less threatening.
Unlike gossip, the companies that compile electronic records have a business
incentive to get the records right, and electronic databases are impersonal.
Your name and address are not sold as an individual�s name and address �
rather, you are one of a thousand on a list of �people who own single family
homes� or �people who bought lawn mowers.�  Usually, the companies that
compile the databases view them as valuable property and work hard to keep
them secure.

Historically, the electronic database represents the fact that informa-
tion users in government and in the private sector will finally be able to keep
up with the vast numbers of people moving throughout a vast country.  We
can move to a world where information flows where it is most needed without
geographical limits.  The information movement can finally be as sophisti-
cated as the movement of people.

Comparing Harms and Solutions.  Where the privacy problems that
we have considered are fundamentally unalike is in the degree to which they
threaten individuals as consumers or citizens.  Some might call for constitu-
tional or targeted legislative remedies.  Many others warrant no action at all.
But consider the following list of issues that might arise under each category.

�Computerization has upset
understandings of what is
private and what is not.�
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All are privacy problems in some sense.  Yet a quite different level of concern
is appropriate to each problem.  And no single, broad legislative solution could
effectively address all of the problems without also hindering legitimate and
harmless information exchanges:

● A brutal search is conducted without a proper warrant.

● Information collected by the Census Bureau is used by local au-
thorities to evict a group of immigrants from a home on grounds of
housing density restrictions.

● Someone is annoyed at being sent an advertisement in the mail
from a new company.

● A person is the victim of credit card fraud.

● A clerk is disciplined for visiting sexually explicit Web sites on
company time.

● A patient is disturbed to discover that her treatment notes are being
reviewed by a team of federal auditors looking for Medicare fraud
at the clinic she goes to.

What is the level of harm experienced by these different privacy �vic-
tims?�  The subjects of the warrantless search and the credit card fraud have
suffered harm in the sense of an injury to property that can legally be measured
and addressed by the judicial system.  The former endured a search by big
scary men with guns without accountability to anyone, even a judge; the other
was a victim of fraud.  Here, the power to collect information or the informa-
tion itself was used to do evil.

At the other extreme is someone annoyed at being sent an advertise-
ment in the mail.  The suggestion is that the information itself was an evil.  Yet
it was merely a communication.  The interest was not evil, nor is the effect
long-lasting.

Just as harms to privacy are very different, solutions to privacy prob-
lems are very different.  Because governments are good at passing statutes
exempting themselves from restriction on their own authority, the Constitution
is probably the best place for restrictions on government information-gather-
ing.  Also, the risk of harm to be prevented is very broad � the risk that
government power to collect information could help carry out broad human
rights violations.  In this sense, general, sweeping legal principles akin to the
Fourth Amendment are appropriate.  Legal rules already target such criminal
behavior as identity theft and are also appropriate.  Broad, sweeping rules
aimed at the private sector will impose unjustifiable costs on many legitimate
businesses and activities.  The criminal, not everyone else, should bear the
penalty for committing a crime.

Where no measurable harm is involved, legal measures are not an
appropriate response.  The harm is very slight and easily controlled simply by

�Just as harms to privacy are
very different, solutions to
privacy problems are very
different.�
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the individual who got the ad�s taking a deep breath to calm down.  Each
individual�s response is likely to be different.  And the circumstances under
which ads will be welcome and under which they will be annoying are
bafflingly complex.  Businesses do not want to send annoying ads; they want
to send welcome information.  They have a good incentive to fix the problem
on their own.

Conclusion
Cultural, legal and technological changes have created the perception

of a privacy crisis.  This is because people are sometimes puzzled about how
the old rule favoring the free flow of information in the private sector (with
privacy being the exception) will apply to new cases.  It does not follow,
however, that a real and dangerous privacy crisis exists.  Most alleged harms
are either speculative or vague.  As a general rule, there is not, and never has
been, any real problem with continuing to embrace people�s ability to learn
about other people.

When it comes to privacy from government intrusion, new legal rules
� unless adopted at the constitutional level � are in effect Band-Aids on a
bleeding wound.  It is simply too easy for government to exempt itself from
restrictions on its information-gathering powers whenever those restrictions
become inconvenient.  Still, government is the one entity that wields enough
unchecked power for us to be concerned about its access to information.  And
such concern is consistent with the U.S. Constitution�s tradition of limited
government.

In the area of privacy and consumer protection, the biggest challenge is
to sort out technophobia from real harms like identity theft.  Consumers do not
need to be protected from coupons.  They do need enforcement institutions
that will recognize the harm of identity theft and facilitate real solutions for
victims of fraud.

In the area of employment privacy, common sense should stem the tide
to shut employers off from information they need to control costs and em-
ployee behavior.  Wise employers will generally inform their employees about
monitoring practices.  But sometimes a secret monitoring system will be
necessary so that employees bent on misconduct will not set out to deliber-
ately defeat it.  Too many restrictions on employers� access to information,
and we�ll be back in the era of the Good Ol� Boys.

Medical privacy is perhaps the most complicated area.  Medicine is no
longer a purely private-sector activity.  Sometimes, familiar constitutional
principles are relevant to analyzing medical privacy problems such as police
access to medical records.  For practices like marketing, it may be necessary
for companies to take special measures to reassure the public that these uses

�It is too easy for government
to exempt itself from restric-
tions on its information-
gathering.�
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NOTE: Nothing written here should be construed as necessarily reflecting the
views of the National Center for Policy Analysis or as an attempt to aid or
hinder the passage of any bill before Congress.

will not harm them.  But private-sector uses of data in medicine have potential
public benefits, and medicine should not be constrained by a rigid model of
privacy.

Despite the perception of a privacy crisis, there is excitement in the air
about the potential for enormous gains in business and government administra-
tion and in consumer welfare and service from new uses of information.  The
changes wrought by information access and electronic databases are just
beginning.  After all, every single human action � the decisions to buy or not
to buy, whose Web sites we visit, how much we spend, at what time of day �
is something someone somewhere might learn something from.  If more
information on human behavior could be saved, business could grow faster;
consumers could enjoy cheaper goods and services with less hassle; wrongdo-
ers could be captured more quickly; and the vast economic losses that result
from fraud, misunderstanding, confusion and poor planning could be slashed.

The good news about new information technology is that it is not the
boogeyman.  Human beings rarely make better decisions by having less infor-
mation about themselves and their fellow human beings.  The principle that
freedom of information should only rarely give way to privacy concerns is as
reliable today as it was formerly.

�Despite the perception of a
privacy crisis, there is
excitement in the air about
the potential for enormous
gains from new uses of
information.�
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The NCPA is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit public policy organization.  We depend entirely on the financial support of individuals,
corporations and foundations that believe in private sector solutions to public policy problems.  You can contribute to our
effort by mailing your donation to our Dallas headquarters or logging on to our Web site at www.ncpa.org and clicking
�An Invitation to Support Us.�

In 1990 the NCPA�s Center for Health Policy Studies created a health care task force with repre-
sentatives from 40 think tanks and research institutes.  The pro-free enterprise policy proposals developed
by the task force became the basis for a 1992 book, Patient Power, by John Goodman and Gerald
Musgrave.  More than 300,000 copies of the book were printed and distributed by the Cato Institute, and
many credit it as becoming the focal point of opposition to Hillary Clinton�s health care reform plan.

A number of bills before Congress promise to protect patients from abuses by HMOs and other
managed care plans.  Although these bills are portrayed as consumer protection measures, NCPA studies
show they would make insurance more costly and increase the number of uninsured Americans.  An
NCPA proposal to solve the problem of the growing number of Americans without health insurance would
provide refundable tax credits for those who purchase their own health insurance.  The NCPA has assisted
members of Congress to formulate a bipartisan tax credits proposal.

NCPA studies, ideas and experts are quoted frequently in news stories nationwide.  Columns written
by NCPA experts appear regularly in national publications such as the Wall Street Journal, Washington Times
and Investor�s Business Daily. NCPA Policy Chairman Pete du Pont has a weekly column on the Wall Street
Journal�s OpinionJournal.com and another weekly column distributed by the Knight-Ridder Tribune news
wire.  In addition, his radio commentaries reach 2.2 million listeners across America.

According to Burrelle�s, the NCPA was mentioned or quoted in about 15 news articles every day
somewhere in the United States in 2000.  The advertising dollar equivalent of all print and broadcast coverage
was more than $50 million.

The NCPA Internet site (www.ncpa.org) embraces the philosophy of one-stop shopping, linking
visitors to the best available information on public policy, including studies produced by think tanks all
over the world.  Brittanica.com named the NCPA Web site one of the best on the Internet for quality,
accuracy of content, presentation and usability.

What Others Say about the NCPA
�...influencing the national debate with studies, reports

and seminars.�

� TIME

�...steadily thrusting such ideas as �privatization� of
social services into the intellectual marketplace.�

�  CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR

�The NCPA is unmistakably in the business of selling ideas...(it)
markets its products with the sophistication of an IBM.�

� INDUSTRY WEEK


